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A B S T R A C T  
Community center and community center development has been recognized as one of the strategies for providing livable city 

which people need to have them. However, the Malaysian community centers, which are provided across the city, are not 

underutilized. This study introduces strategies of architecture toward planning and designing the community center and 

understanding of architectures toward physical principles for development of community centers. The research method is based 

on in-depth interviews with the deputy director of urban design, building department and professional expert in urban design 

projects in Malaysia. The explanation of the physical principles in the community center used as an example to validate the 

physical approach. The respondent results indicate how participants prioritized the physical principles ensuring a development 

and success of community centers in order to reach better quality of life. So, this research will contribute to architecture and urban 

designer who are in charge of community center design in order to improve the inappropriate condition in Malaysia and 

developing countries. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Attending in the community center, provides social and recreational opportunities where make stress relief 
or mental wellbeing for resident[1,2]. Community center has enhanced people’s relationships with their 
neighbors by connecting them to a particular program or activity. In this regard, participation at the community 
center served to make the community a social place such that the social networks extended outside the walls of 
the center [3]. 
 Although, a community center should be regarded as an essential amenity of normal community living in 
normal circumstances [4], but there is not enough consideration to them. Many studies focus on a perceptual, 
sustainable factor and significance of a community center in a community. However, there is a paucity of 
research, results in becoming a vague situation, which refer to the role of architect, and designers and their 
strategies contribute in the development of a community center. Also, Malaysian studies and Malaysian 
community centers not out of this issue. The design of the earlier generation of community center, mostly built 
in the 80’s and early 90’s, provides a hall, which at any one time can be used for recreational activities or social 
gathering. These community centers do not meet with people’s aspiration and choices which are more diverse. 
However the current design of the community centers mostly built and completed in the late 90’s[5]. So, a long-
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term strategy, with the cooperation of expertise and managers, as well as architecture and designers needed to 
be planned to introduce the city of Kuala Lumpur as a development destination. 
 The approach of community development with the provision of various civic facilities and amenities is 
widely adopted in the planning and development process[6,7]. So, this study tries to understand the strategies of 
architecture toward planning and designing the community center and understanding of architectures toward 
physical principles for development of community centers. 
 
2.0 Literature Review: 
2.1 Community Center: 
 Community is an interacting population of various kinds of individuals in a common location and having 
common interests [17/18]. A community center prepares the area and a place for individuals with equal interest 
that not only include arts, educational, physical but also, include social, religious, commercial, political activity 
who attendance for playing, learning, working and  get to gather in order to personal satisfaction, personal 
needs, personal welfare and involvement in  the community [19]. Community center takes the importance were 
managed by the governmental or personal organization [8]. 
 
2.2 Physical Factors: 
 It is concluded that, the most important result obtained from his study about prime service factors in using 
are accessibility and distance that can be measured by travel time, comfort as a quality indicator, physical 
attractiveness as esthetic vision and it is a sociable space for people meeting in order to get together and 
enhance their social interaction [9,10]. So, the feature of community center space can have a great role at the 
level of utilization. One of the aspects which are important in physical factor is accessibility and location. 
Accessibility contributes to the ability of urban residences to have good access to activities, resources, services, 
information and alike. Beside this, Certainly the location of the building plays  important role in the 
achievement of center. It should be light, comfortable, appropriate and rapidly recognizable. The best situation 
is to be sited close to the main roadways, in order to use the greater service area as well as more suitable and 
easy access directly to the location[11]. Finally, it should have visibility. Another factor has allocated to 
building element; the company of elements can be the design of one building type. But, it is important all of 
these elements work together correctly and expose the true messages. In this way, it is said that the experience 
and background is a suit guideline for creating new success buildings in order to avoid the prior mistake. So it 
will be resulted via understanding the appropriate needs and the aim of each building for using the correct 
elements carefully. Consequently, the key variables for evaluating the usage of common places are comfort, 
quality and aesthetic observation [12]. 
 
3.0 Methodology: 
 This study aims to use a qualitative strategy of inquiry toward understanding the critical factors for 
developing the community center. The rationale behind using qualitative research is obtaining rich and 
descriptive data from informants regarding their experience, understandings of critical factors for such a 
phenomenon. Finally, qualitative research is an umbrella concept covering several forms of inquiry that help us 
understand and explain the meaning of social phenomena with a little disruption of the natural setting as 
possible [13].  
 The criteria for choosing informant, considering the chain sampling Urban designers who are in charge of 
DBKL (Dewan Bandaraya Kuala Lumpur) projects. Urban designers in city hall who have experience of 
planning for sport tourism in KL, Malaysia; the informants would be architecture who is in charge of 
planning/designing such areas for community center within the context of KL, Malaysia. However, the majority 
of the projects carried out by city hall urban planners and designers are small projects in Kuala Lumpur, mainly 
for local people. Therefore, most of architecture and designers have little knowledge regarding this 
phenomenon. Using a snowball sampling, however, guide the researcher through interviewing two informants 
in city hall, who have experience on this phenomenon. Their occupation listed as below: 
 Deputy Director “Master Plan Department, Kuala Lumpur, City Hall”. 
 Deputy Director “Urban design and building department, Kuala Lumpur, City Hall.” 
 Data collection and analysis focus on interviews, which was then developed into codes and categories to 
exhibit topics, related to architectural understanding and strategies. Data is collected in Jun 2014. Semi-
structured interview has chosen for exploring data from informants. The researcher in qualitative research is the 
primary instrument for collecting data, analyzing the data, and it is an advantage because a human is responsive 
and adaptive.  
 Two themes from research questions are the architecture level of contribution and their strategies for the 
developing community center. 
 After being audiotaped and transcribed right the day after the interviews for verbatim. Each statement on 
architecture strategies implemented in the community center and also their level of contribution have identified 
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for coding technique, and then similar codes go to the same group for categorizing in order to set them into 
separate categories. The researcher behaves this process as a puzzle to put all codes into categories such that 
none of them remained out. 
  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 From the first interview carried out by the deputy director of urban design and building department, 18 
codes extracted, while, from the second interview 25 codes obtained. In total, 43codes were developed, and then 
grouped into three categories, which are Accessibility and and Building Location, Element. Figure 1 shows the 
categories of physical principle 

 
Fig. 1: categories of physical principle. 
 
Physical Considerations:  
 Both informants refer to their considerations on physical attributes in relation to their experience to plan for 
a community center in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The physical considerations mainly encompass the 
characteristics of location and accessibility prepared for a community center and the characteristics of amenities 
and building element. Meanwhile, according to “second informant” urban planners and designer’s contribution 
in all steps from planning to construct and even after the project ends is inevitable. “It was the planners at the 
physical planning department who initiating the thing. So, after it was decided on the location and what we're 
going to have it's already we design the planning. It's already with the architects. So, my department on the 
urban design unit and also the designers of implementation department is looking into the design of the master 
plan of the built facilities right now. So, we actually have a consultant and the consultant actually doing it right 
now”. 
 
4.1.1 Location and Accessibility: 
 Many characteristics of the location and accessibility have elaborated during the first and second 
interviews. According to first informant: “if it does it in somewhere which is far from the residential area, for 
instance, maybe underutilize. Because if we put in commercial area most of people just work an office. People 
come from working only. So, nobody will go to the community center. But absolutely community center should 
be in the neiburhood. It will be a center to promote the neighborhood and relationship among neighbor in the 
community. Secondly, in terms of accessibility, should be accessible and it should be visible. If it is so isolated 
or hidden, it is difficult for people to identify or go to the community center. So, density, accessibility 
furthermore in terms of planning with traffic conjunction maybe if it put in some area with high dance  traffic 
areas, so it may be difficult for people to park. Accessibility, May be some of them are not accessible. It’s quite 
far from the notes area. Like Sentual is not bad. In terms of accessibility, how people get there? They only get 
there by the drive? So, maybe the catchment is lesser. The participation is lesser. Because if the accessibility, 
they come by train, for instance (its near train station), other things, they can have access. I mean, the 
community center might be like walking area for them. Based on location,  So in terms of planning and how do 
they  connect to the existing  public transport heart. Is there any public transport passing by train area?” 
 And the second informant explains that: “Where should be placed? Is it near to residential area? Is it near to 
bus or train station or other public transportation? Is it near to main road? Is it near to another public facility? 
Which public facility is near to this new location? Is it accessible via pedestrian? Can be found easily by 
people? Is it visible? And some question like this which architect should consider before planning and for 
analyzing the site. “The place should be visible.it should not place in far from of people site in order to find this 
easily. If the place, don’t be visible and the location is not placed in a visible area, participation will give up to 
going there. For example, in the Damansara community center is not visible, mean while it is placed in the 
center of residential area, going there is difficult for other people. It is the negative point for that community 
center.” 
 They believe on about the feature of the community center as public facility should be placed in a 
residential area where people access there easily through walking. Also, the community center must have 
visibility for easily recognizing. Accessibility to community as public space can have an important role as one 
of the factors which contain the physical dimension of the spaces. Also, this aspect can have substantial effects 
on the other dimensions of spaces. Accessibility has been demonstrated that as the ease with which activities 
can be attained from a certain place and with a certain system of transport [14,15].  Consequently, location and 
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accessibility play key role in the achievement of a community center and should be considere in the planning of 
community center as a public area. 
 The other point which related to location is the number of government land is limited and most of the land 
has dedicated to private property. So, City Hall can not use this land for public area. According to first 
informant, “The main obstacles is the availability of land available, we don't have enough government land, 
public land, to locate.” Also, the second informant noted: “The size of the land, the location, because maybe the 
private land only left. There is few governmental land and they have to use governmental land.” 
 
4.1.2 Building Element: 
 All of the features which related to building spaces consist this part. The size of a community center is one 
of them, which, the first informant mentions “how big community center”. It shows the size of a community 
center have direct relevance to the population. She continues her speak with the “sometimes the community 
center size maybe vary. Depend on the population particular area.” On the other hand, if the size of land is small 
and the population of that area is vast, the designer can plan the community center building in two stories or 
more. According to second informant: “If you want more you have to do more story. Because the typical is only 
one or two stories. In terms of site constrain, if you have small in small size; you have to put in vertical. If they 
can provide vertical facilities, they can put vertical movement facilities like lift, ramp. So the design element 
plays an important role and also for disable people for blinds. Somewhere like Bangsar, there are a lot of blind 
people. So, if the accessibility is not well designed, so you will lead a normal person, but you discourage disable 
people to come in. And maybe the activity done also should be created for all people groups, all levels of life.” 
 So, the community center has to prepare the basic need and suitable space for the user, with different age 
and different abilities. Safety is one of the basic needs that should be provided in a community center. The 
buildings prepare a protection, safe square or inner area that is suitable for predicted individual acting like floor 
spasce  [16]? 
 The second informant confirms this statement that, “it should have safety, because safety is so important 
special for children. Parents should have trusted about the area of playing. When you don’t feel safety and 
comfort, so you will not go there and it is an important factor.” Safety is an important factor in order to having 
the satisfaction toward space and using it, especially for daily needs. 
 Another consideration related to the texture of the area. The community center or other building which 
wants to build in should be considered site contacts and cover of the area. Does it match with their culture? And 
based on the climate situation of special region. Is it suitable for this region? The second informant realizes that: 
“Then design vise also related to site contacts. If the site is on the quiet high-tech area, where most of the 
surrounding area, surrounded by high-tech buildings, for instance, that we have to put it some design like to 
high-tech.” And the first informant explains that: “If the location is traditional region, so design will be based on 
that region, and it should be considered and respected to cultural texture. On the other hand, if the location is in 
modern texture, it should match with that region, and use that element. Or Design for that area. If the location is 
traditional region, so design will be based on that region, and it should be considered and respected to cultural 
texture. On the other hand, if the location is in modern texture, it should match with that region, and use that 
element. Or using the suitable material which is matched with this climate. Because if the climate doesn’t adapt 
this material, the building will go out in a short time and should be repaired and it is wasting money.” 
 Does it have the attention of common –day trend, opinions and political structures, the meaning of 
historical record, the tendency to present symbolic magnitudes and the vastness of common civil applicable to 
development? What is the appeal of the building type and the limitation of the site on which is being placed? 
The appearance of some buildings is more attractive and interesting? 
 Beside this the first informant claims that, “When we design community centers, the concept that we use is 
that the shape of the community center, no matter how modern it is, it was symbolize art, an element of art and 
culture of this country. So, you talk to the actual designer, we are planners, we are not designers.” 
 However, the appearance of the building takes critical consideration. Because,  if the façade of the building 
has a good design, people will attract to it. The second informant states that, “Facade treatment is when you see 
something nice so you feel more pursuit to see what happened or more curious. But in terms of accessibility and 
universal design, the other informant agrees with her and adds: “The appearance of the building, some people 
when sees the building with the nice elevation they will curious to come there, Even the texture of elevation. 
They will go there to know. What things are happening, what are doing there or at least for once, they will 
attract to this. So, the appearance of the building attracts some people as part of a public building and people 
can contact with it.”  
 Beside this, she thinks if the community center design based on transparency that people can see the inside 
of building it will attractive and it can be one way of advertisement to use a community center. According to 
first informant: “So, indirectly, they also can be participate is done in the community center. Maybe, in fact, in 
term of design as well, in terms of utilizing very open or very solid one, maybe the social have certain 
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transparency, the people can see whatever happened. So, indirectly attract people. So we should show what the 
interesting things to attract people are. Finally, It’s better to promotion, attraction, how connection.” 
 The next point is the building should be planed base on peoples need and which space wants to have. Does 
it have to the expectation and demands of customers and the value of construction?”First informant "believes 
that: “What kind of social activity that can be prepared to initial the buildings or not underutilized in during 
normal days. Then, maybe they have to do survey, for instance, the planning what kind of spaces they needed, 
so they can do survey to that particular community center. Maybe send to everybody’s house. So the design is 
based on community needs. Because,  we do design for people.” And the second participant subscribes this 
statement and he declares: “We should care about the people’s expectation of this community; I mean we 
should pay attention, what people need? What facility they don’t have in this region? For example, if the region 
doesn’t have the library, we should prepare library space for people. In this way, we can attract people for their 
needs. Or the area of the community center is important.” Finally, if architect know about people’s needs and 
their expectation, they can design better and usable based on residential demand. They will plan spaces for 
people, which they want to have and they will enjoy for having them. 
 
Conclusion: 
 A study  on  the  community  center  development  is  very  important  for  the nation. Unlike  schools,  
colleges,  hospitals and community center  is  not  the  basic  need  of  human  being. But, among various 
facilities, community center is one of the prime civic facilities aiming to facilitate community interactions, 
efficient network of community bondage.  The majority of community centers  have faced with an unsuitable 
design which is not aligned with participant’s aspiration. Also, Most of the issues revolve around unsuitable 
design and accessibility.  Finally, the community center in Malaysia now not getting enough attention. So, deep 
and integrated study should be conducted in order to create a friendly and more joyful atmosphere for the good 
and welfare of the community. 
 This study tries to present the understanding of architectures toward physical factor for the development of 
community centers and the strategies of architectures toward planning and designing for the community center 
through interviews with two informants. The interviews are based on physical considerations which are 
included  location, accessibility, and building element. 
 The results may assist architecture and designers toward developing more planned strategies to enhance 
community center participation. In order to enhance participation in community center development and race’s 
integration, architectures and designers contribute both in considering physical attributes by their planning and 
design. 
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